Case Report

Myositis-specific autoantibodies in a non-traveler, patient from a non-endemic country, with Plasmodium vivax malaria
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Abstract
Introduction: Autoantibodies (AAb) are a hallmark of immune-mediated inflammatory diseases. Malaria is a parasitic disease caused by Plasmodium protozoa. Individuals with malaria may present with a wide range of symptoms. It is frequently linked to the development of different AAb.

Case description: A 35-year-old male presented with repeated episodes of fever, malaise, myalgia, dark urine, and yellowish sclera. Initial diagnostic workup revealed severe Coombs-positive anemia, increased C-reactive protein, and procalcitonin, pathological liver tests, high concentration of serum IgE, IgG, IgM, IgA, positive antinuclear antibodies (ANA), and positive antineutrophil cytoplasmatic antibodies (ANCA). In addition, myositis-specific antibodies directed to polymiositis-scleroderma 75 protein (PmScl75), threonyl-tRNA synthetase (PL-7), alanyl-tRNA synthetase (PL-12), Mi-2 antigen (Mi-2), Ku DNA helicase complex (Ku), signal recognition particle (SRP), and antiaminoacyl tRNA synthetase (EJ) were detected. The patient was suspected of having systemic lupus erythematosus and sent to the Clinic of Allergy and Immunology for further evaluation and treatment. A peripheral blood film examined by the hematologist during an episode of fever revealed intra-erythrocytic parasitic forms of Plasmodium vivax (P. vivax). After being diagnosed with P. vivax malaria, he was transferred to the Clinic for Infective and Tropical Diseases. The therapy consisted of artesunate/mefloquine and prednisone led to a complete clinical recovery and autoantibodies gradually disappeared.

Conclusions: Malaria would not normally be considered during the initial diagnostic workup in a non-traveler and a patient from a non-endemic country. However, a thorough parasitic evaluation in patients presenting with a broad range of autoantibodies might be of particular importance.
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Introduction

Autoantibodies (AAb) are a hallmark of immune-mediated inflammatory diseases. Moreover, the presence of more specific AAb may enable the diagnosis of certain autoimmune diseases [1]. Malaria is a parasitic disease frequently linked to the development of different AAb. Whether these autoimmune-like responses are pathogenic or have a protective role has not yet been well understood [2]. However, malaria would not be suspected and considered during an early diagnostic assessment in a non-traveler patient from a non-endemic country presenting with AAb of broad-range specificity.

Case presentation

We report a 35-year-old male suspected of developing systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), who was sent to the Clinic of Allergy and Immunology, University Clinical Center of Serbia for further diagnostic evaluation and treatment. He presented with repeated episodes of fever up to 40 °C, malaise, myalgia, dark urine, and yellowish sclera over several months.

Following the previous medical history, the patient was likely to have sepsis and disseminated intravascular coagulation when he presented with fever, severe anemia, thrombocytopenia, and markedly elevated inflammatory parameters and was initially hospitalized at the hematology unit of the local hospital. Abdominal
ultrasound revealed moderately enlarged liver and spleen. A further diagnostic evaluation by computed tomography of the abdomen revealed a round mass with lobulated border in the spleen (7.0 x 7.8 cm). Bone marrow biopsy trephine revealed reactive changes. Hematological neoplasm was excluded. Broad action antibiotics and multiple transfusions of packed red blood cells led him to a favorable outcome. The fever disappeared and all hematological parameters improved within the next few days.

Seven days later, the patient was admitted to the same hospital again due to fever, anemia, elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and procalcitonin. This time, the patient was considered as having sepsis due to a splenic abscess. A causative pathogen could not be identified according to the negative tests for Epstein-Barr, herpes simplex, cytomegalovirus, hepatitis B and C virus, human immunodeficiency virus, multiple negative blood cultures, and urine culture analysis. In the presence of a treatment-resistant, direct Coombs test positive anemia, thrombocytopenia, and suspected splenic abscess, splenectomy was performed. Histopathological examination revealed a sclerosing angiomatoid nodular transformation of the spleen, while the histopathological evaluation of the liver showed hydropic degeneration. Immunological tests revealed positive ANA of a homogenous pattern on immunofluorescence, directed to the nucleoplasm (titer of 1/320), positive staining to the nucleolus (1/640), and cytoplasm (1/160). Additional tests showed low positive myositis specific AAb (MSA): anti-PL-7, anti-PL-12.

After this initial diagnostic evaluation, infective and hematological etiology was temporarily excluded; the patient was referred to our clinic suspected of having SLE. Laboratory evaluation revealed elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (74 mm/h), CRP (16.8 mg/dL), procalcitonin level (5.75 ng/mL), D-dimer (3.86 mg/L), severe anemia (hemoglobin 8 g/dL) with a normal mean corpuscular volume (MCV) (90 fL), leukocytosis (20.600/mm³), lymphocytosis (9.690/mm³), elevated serum lactic dehydrogenase level (573 U/L), and indirect bilirubin (6.5 μmol/L). Liver tests also showed high aspartate (48 U/L) and alanine amino-transferase (152 U/L), gamma-glutamyl transferase (275 U/L), and alkaline phosphatase (167 U/L). Both the direct and indirect antiglobulin tests were positive. ANCA directed to elastase (59.5 U/mL) and lysozyme (29.7 U/mL) were detected. Additionally, MSA directed to PmScI75 (+++), PL-7 (+), PL-12 (+++), Mi-2 (+), Ku (+), SRP (+), EJ (+) were also found. Gamma globulin fraction accounted for 27.3% of total serum proteins, but without a peak of paraprotein. In addition, a high serum total IgE (1600 IU/mL), IgG (18.8 g/L), IgM (13.26 g/L), and IgA (4.96 g/L) were measured.

During the in-patient follow up, he experienced an episode of fever up to 39.9 °C. A peripheral blood film examined by the hematologist revealed intra-erythrocytic parasitic ring forms of Plasmodium vivax (P. vivax) (Figure 1).

The patient was diagnosed with P. vivax malaria and transferred to the Clinic for Infective and Tropical Diseases, where he was treated with artesunate/mefloquine and prednisone. The therapy led to a complete clinical recovery.

One month after completion of antimalarial treatment, he remained low positive for ANCA and MSA. Complete immune-serological tests, starting eight months since recovery, until the last follow up, two years later, remained negative (Figure 2).

**Discussion**

Malaria is a potentially life-threatening parasitic disease caused by the protozoa Plasmodium which are transmitted to human population by bites of an infected female Anopheles mosquito [3]. Individuals with malaria may present with a wide range of symptoms. Fever and anemia appear after lysis of infected erythrocytes containing schizonts, subsequently releasing merozoites [4]. P. vivax is the most geographically widespread human malaria parasite. It may emerge weeks to months after the initial infection. In addition, it may have a hypnozoite form, during
which the parasite exists in the liver for a long time, before recurrence after the initial infection [5]. Recent works have also demonstrated that P. vivax preferentially invades reticulocytes in the bone marrow while a substantial proportion of asexual P. vivax trophozoites and schizonts may occur in the extravascular spaces such as spleen and liver [6,7]. Consequently, the low density of P. vivax in the blood can make them undetectable, creating significant challenges for the diagnosis of infected individuals [5]. The specific lifecycle of P. vivax allows sporozoites to develop faster in the mosquito and across a wider range of temperatures in different geographic regions [8]. Interestingly, sporadic cases of locally acquired vivax malaria transmitted by mosquitoes continue to occur. It is considered that the introduction of P. vivax into these areas might be caused by travelers, immigrants, or soldiers from malaria-endemic countries [9,10]. Our patient denied travelling to endemic countries; he had received no recent transfusions except those during the previous hospitalization. Since no cases of imported malaria had been reported in Serbia ever, we can speculate that current infection might have been transmitted from an infected person in the immigrant camp located two kilometers away from the patient’s home. However, additional similar cases have not been reported so far.

There is accumulating evidence of autoantibody generation during malaria and other infectious diseases, while their potential pathological role remains insufficiently known [11]. Autoimmune hemolytic anemia, antiphospholipid antibodies, new fluorescence type of ANA, and different ANCA patterns had previously been described in patients suffering from malaria [12–15].

However, to the best of our knowledge, our case is the first report of positivity to multiple MSA during the one-year-long course of unrecognized malaria. This case emphasizes the importance of thorough parasitic workup in patients with a broad range of AAb. The
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**Figure 2.** The patient's disease course and immuno-serological analysis (August 2018- October 2021).

**August 2018**
- ANA (HEp2) (+)
- 1/320 (nucleoplasm)
- 1/640 (nucleolus)
- 1/160 (cytoplasm)
- MSA: PL-7 +, PL-12 +

**August 2019**
- ANA (HEp2) (+)
- 1/80 (nucleoplasm)
- 1/80 (cytoplasm)
- ASMA (+)
- aCL IgM (+) 193.6 U/ml
- B2GPI IgM (+) 308.7 RU/ml
- Coombs (DAT) +

**September 2019**
- ANA (HEp2) (+)
- ENA (+) 32.6
- xANCA (+) 1/80
- Elastase 59.5 U/ml
- Lysozyme 29.7 U/ml
- MSA:
  - PmSc75 (+++), PL-7 (+), PL-12 (+++), Mi-2 (+), Ku (+), SRP (+), EJ (+)

**December 2019**
- ANA (-)
- ENA (-)
- ANCA (-)
- MSA (-)
- aCL/B2GPI (normal)

**October 2021**
- ANA (-)
- ENA (-)
- ANCA (-)
- MSA (-)
- aCL/B2GPI (normal)

origin and role of these AAb remain to be clarified. The complete disappearance of AAb after recovery, as seen in our patient, may indicate their putative protective role rather than a contribution to the induction of autoimmunity.
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